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Abstract. Using a crossed-beam apparatus with a double hemispherical electron spectrometer,
we have studied the spectrum of electrons released in thermal energy ionizing collisions of metasta ble

He*(23S) atoms with ground state Yb( 4f 14 6s2 ISO) atoms, thereby providing the first Penning electron
spectrum of an atomic target with-lf-electrons. In contrast to the Hel (58.4nm) and Nel (73.6/74.4nm)
photoelectron spectra of Yb, which show mainly 4f- and 6s-electron ernission in about a 5:1 ratio,
the He*(23S) Penning electron spectrum is dominated by Gs-ionization, acoompnnied by some cor
relation-induced 6p-emission (8% Yb+( 4f 14 6p 2P) formation) and very little 4f-ionization (:S2.5%).
This astounding result is attributed to the electron exchange mechanism for He*(23S) ionization
and reflects the pOOl' overlap of the target 4f-electron wavefunction with the ls-hole of He*(23S),

as discussed on thc basis of Dirac-Fock wave functions for the Yb orbitals and through calcula.tions
of the partial ionization cross sections involving semiempirical complex potentiale. The presented
ca se may be regarded as the elearest atomic example for the surface sensitivity of He*(~3S) Penning
ionization 0 bserved so far.

Ein klares atomares Beispiel für die Obertläehenempündllehkelt
der Penning-Ionlsatlon :
He*(23S) + Yb

Inhaltsübersicht. Unter Benut.zung einer Kreuzstrahl-...Apparat.ur mit Doppelhalbkugel
Elektronenspektrometer haben wir das Energiespektrum von Elektronen untersucht, die bei ther
mischen, ionisierenden Stößen von metastabilen He*(23S)-Atomen mit Yb( 4f146s2 ISO) Atomen im
Grundzustand freigesetzt werden; damit liegt erstmals ein Penning-Elektronenspektrum eines Atoms
mit 4f-Elektronen vor. Im Gegensatz zu den Hel (58.4 nm) und NeI (73.6/74.4 nm) Photoelektronen
spektren von Yb, die vor allem die EInission von 4f- und 6s-Elektronen im Verhältnis von etwa
5: 1 zeigen, dominiert. im He*(23S) Penning-Elektronenspcktrum die 6s-Ionisation, die von 8%
Ybt]4f 14 6p 2P)-Bildung und sehr geringer 4f-Ionisation ($ 2.5%) begleitet wird. Dieses erstaunliche
Ergebnis erklären wir mit dem I~lektronenaustausch-l\leehanismusfür die He*(23S) Penning-Ioni
sation; es spiegelt den geringen Überlupp der Yb(4f)-Elektronen mit dem ls-Loch in He*(23S) wider,
wie anhand von Modellrechnungen auf der Basis semiempirischer komplexer Wechselwirkungspoten
tiale verdeutlicht wird. Das hier untersuchte Stoßsystem stellt ein besonders klares atomares Beispiel
für die Oberflächenempfindlichkeit der Penning-Ionisation durch He*(23S)-Atome dar.
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One of the interesting questions in the ionization of a multielectron atom 01' moleeule
is how the response of the system is distributcd among the various subshells. In photo
ionization, it is well-known [1] that electric dipole-matrix elements may change sign at
particular energies, yielding "Seaton-Cooper" minima in the cross sections for ionization
of a particular orbital and correspondingly enhance the contribution of other orbitals
to the total ionization cross section. Often, however, the relative strength of the ioniza
tion cross sections of outer orbitals with similar binding energies will reflect the orbital
occupancy in a way, which depends rather weakly on the photon energy. An example for
the former situation is the Hel (58.4 nm) photoelectron spectrum of Hg(5d10 6s2 180) ,

which is dominated by 5d-emission [2, 3], exceeding the suppressed 6s-channel by a
factor of about 30 (instead of 5 expected from the orbital occupancies). As an example
for the latter situation, we mention the Hel (58.4 nm) and NeI (73.6/74.4 nm) photo
electron spectra of Yb(4f14 6s2 ISO)' which mainly show 4f- and 6s-emission in about
a 5: 1 ratio (rather close to the 7: 1 orbital occupancy) [4, 5].

Compared with photoionization, ionization of target species X induced in t.hermal
energy collisions with excited atoms A* (Penning ionization) [6-9]

A* + X ~ A + X+ + e-(E) (1)

is known to be governed by a different transition mechanism, if the energy carriers
are mctast.ablc species such as He*(23S) 01' He*(21S). One of the first atomic targets
studied by Penning ionization electron spectrornetry (PIES) was Hg [10, 11], and it was
found for He*(23S) ionization - centrast to Hel photoionization - that 6s-removal
occurred with a probability about 500/0 larger than the one for 5d-removal. Rotop and
Niehaus associated this finding with their exchange rnodel description of the Penning
process [11], according to which ionization proceeds through transfer of an electron from
the target species X into the ls-vacancy in He* accompanied by emission of the 2s
electron from He*. It is clear that in the electron exchange model the overlap of the tar
get electrons with the core hole of the excited atom plays a crucial role [9, 11-14],
and this is in fact reflected in the local autoionization widt.h function r(R), which de
scribes the coupling of the autoionizing quasi-molecule A* + X to the continuum
(A + X*) + e-(E) state [12-16]. So far, quantitative analyses, based on ab initio
local complex potentials Vc(R) == Jl"*(R) - ir(R)/2 for the entrance channel A* + X,
have only been carried out for the siruplest PI-systems, e.g. He*(23S) + H [15-20],
He*(23S) + Li [19-21], and He*(23S) + Na [19, 20, 22, 23]. It would, however, be
desirable to gain a deeper understanding also for systems wit.h several different exit
ehannels such as He*(238) + Hg and to extend the experimental st.udies to target' spe
eies, which offer orbitals for ionization with strongly different spatial extensions, yet
have a simple level structure both in the neutral and ionized state.

'I'hc ytterbium atom promises to be a suitable candidate. With closed 4f- and 6s-outer
shells it possesses a ISO ground state; the HeI- 01' NeI-photoelectron spectra are domi
nated by 6s- and 4f-removal [4, 5], leading to Jb+(4f14 6s1 281/2 ) and Yb+(4f13 6s2 2F7/2,5/2)

ionic states with binding energies of 6.254 eV and 8.910/10.168 eV, respectively. While
the 6s- and 4f-binding energies are quite similar, their radial expectation values differ
drastically (r)ns == 3.9 ao' (r).J.f ~ 0.74 ao [24]). The essential aspects of the orbital
extensions in He*(23S) + Yb collisions are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The lower part of Fig. 1 shows the radial electron density distributions for the
4f-, 6s-, and 6p-orbitals in the ground state Yb(lSo) atorn , as obtained in a Multiconfigura
tion Dirac Fock caloulation (see section 3.2). ]"01' an internuclear separation R == 7 ao
(close to the equilibrium distance Re* of the Re*(23S) + Yb(327) entrance channel poten
tial curve), the upper part of lfig. 1 presents a simple planar view of the systemincluding
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circles to indicate the radial expectation values of the respective atomic orbitals. It
is obvious that for R 2: 5 ao the overlap of the -lf-electrons wit.h the ls-hole in He*(23S)

is small compared to that of the 6s-electrons. Correspondingly, one may expect relatively
little ionization involving -lf-removal, but dominant 6s-ionization, reflecting a high
"surface sensitivity" of the Penning process, which is of substantial interest in connec
tion with studies of solid and liquid surfaces by metastable atorn impact [25- 28].

In this paper, we present für the first time a Penning ionization electron spectrum
of Yb; it in fact clearly exhibits the anticipated behaviour, which is particularly striking
in comparison with the Hel 01' Nel photoelectron data. By classical calculations, involving
estimated complex potentials, we address the problem, how the autoionizing He*(23S) +
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Fig. 1. .lllustration of the electron cxchungc proccss leading to Penning ioniza.tion of Yb-atoms in
collisions wit.h He*(23S) atoms (upper part.). Thc radial electron density distribut.ions in the Yb
atom (normalized to one electron per orbital) for the -l-fll- und the Gs2- shell together with its 6p 2

admixture are ShOW11 in the Iower part of the figure. For clarity, only t.he GP3/2 und -H'f)/2 radial density
functions are shown ; on the displaycd scales, they are nearly identical to those of 6Pl/2 and 4f7/ 2 

respectively
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Yb systern is eoupled to the different exit channels, and shed light on the R-dependent
partial autoionization prohabilities and their collision energy dependence. In this
"'ay, the "surface sensiti vit.y" of Penning ionization is put on a quantitative basis.

2. Experimental

ThePIES apparat us, uscd in t.he present work, is identical to the one described
previouslv in conuect ion wit h an electron spectrornet.ric study of He*(238 , 218 ) + alkali
atom collisions [2~}].Briefly, a collimated metastahle He*(23S , 218 ) beam from a dif
ferent.ially-pumpcd dc disr-harge source crosses a collimated Yb atom be am from a
resist.ively-heatcd , differentia.lly-puruped metal \?apour oven in a magnetically-shicldcd,
field-free region. Electrons released in ionizing collisions bet.ween the t\VO beams are
sampled in a direction perpendicular to bot.h beams and imaged onto the entranee slit
of a double hemisphcrical coudcnser, operating at a pass energy of 9.ß eV and a nominal
resolution of :-11) me l" (lT\VHl\l). The electrons are detected with a channel mult.iplier
and fast count ing electronics. lVlultichannel scaling techniques are used to generate the
electron energy spectra. The energy scale and the effeetive energy rcsolution (including
snrface potential variations) are dctermincd by simultaneously measuring the well
known speetra of 4:\1' 01' Xe atoms, which are admitted to the react.iou region at a suitable
HInall density. The metastablo He* bearn has supersonic charaeter with an average velo
city vHe == 17öü m/s and a velocity widt.h i1v/vH e (F'VHl\I) of 31~~ [29]. From this and
t he effusive beam velocity distribution of t he crossed Yb atorns (1"Y b ~ 1. 000 K), the
relative collision energy distrihution of Table 1. has been calculated, yielding an average

collision energy Erel === ßß me V. The mixed, metastable He*(23S , 218 ) beam, eontaining
about 7 t.imes In01'e He*(23S) than He*(21S) atoms [29], was state-selected by irradiation
f1'Ol11 a helieal, cooled He diseharge, surrounding the He* bcam for about 5 cm, resulting
in effective (>n~O~) and selective removal of He*(218) atoms [18,29]. In this paper,
we only present He*(23S) data : the He*(21S) results will be included in a future publica
tion, which discusses the interact.ion of metasta.ble He*(23S , 218 ) atoms with ~lg, Ca, Sr,
Ba, and Yh atoms.

Tablc 1. ])istribution f(J~'rf'l) of rcla tiv« collision encrgies for He*(~3S) Yb collisions, as used in
t he cu loula t ion of partial. ellPrgy avel'aged ionizat ion cross sections (ef. Tuble 2)

l~lrel [meV] 3U 40 ÖO GO 7U 80 90 100 110 120

f(I~'l'el) [~;)l 1.ö3 7.1t' .17.17 2-tOH 2:.?JJ 1;>.10 7.bO " .).) 1.11 0.41D.;..,')

3. Ilesults und Diseussion

3.1. Comparison 01 VlrV- Photoelectron and He*(23S) Penning Eleetron Speetra 01Yb

In Fig; 2, we present our He*(238 ) Yb spect.rurn and show for comparison the Hel
photoelectron spectrum in the binding energy range ö-- ] 3 eV', as obtained by I ..ee et al.
[4]. The latter spectrum is dominated by three peaks, which eorrespond to simple removal
of an electron from the ßS1/2, 4f7/2, and 4f5/ 2 orbitals, respeetively. Formation of the
excited ionie states Yh+(4f14 6pl/2,3/2) andYb+( 4f14 5d 3/2,5/ 2 ) ' indueed by correlation
effeets, is a \veak process. The Penning electron spectrUlTI is strongly dominated by simple
Gs-renl0val, ,vhieh aceounts for abollt 90o/~) of the intensity i11 the energy range covered
in ~-'ig. 2. At a magnification of a factor of 10, the t\VO peaks due to eorrelation-induced
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Yb+( 4f14 6p1/2,3/2) formation come out clearly, and in their neighbourhood to lower and
lügher electron energies weak, rather broad features are observed, which we associate
with 4f5/2- and 4f7/2-relnoval (the latter possibly containing intensity due to Yb+(4f14 öd)
formation ).

In Table 2, we summarize the intensities (peak areas) observed in the He*(23S) +
Yb spectrum and cOlnpare them with results obtained in Hel (58.4 nm) and NeI (73.6 nm)
photoionization byLee et al. [4] and Kerling et al. [5]. The 6s: 4f branching ratio is
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Fig.2. Comparison of Hel (58.4 nm) photoelectron spectrum of ground state Yb(lSO) atoms (redrawn
from Fig. 4 of ref. [4] with permission) with He*(23S) Penning ionization electron spectrum of Yb(lSo),
measured in this work; note the 10 fold sensitivity increase in the intensity scale of the _He*(23S)
spectrum for energies below 13 eV. In the Hel spectrum, the peaks Iabelled "ß" are due to -lf-ioni
zation by HeIß (53.7 nm) light, the peak labelled "I" is attributed to inelastically scattered electrons
(see ref. [4J). The Hel spectrum shows "satellite" peaks at binding energies above 11.7 eV (see refs. [4,
5] for details); the peaks labelIed "U" in the He*(23S) spectrum are likely due to "satellites". In the
He*(23S) spectrum t.he different peaks are more or less strongly shifted away from the respect.ive
"nominal" energies E o (vcrtical lines) towards lower energies due to the infIuence of the interatomic
potentiale in the entrance and exit channels (PJo = excitat.ion energy of He*(23S) minus respective
binding energy)
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found to be drastieally different in photoionization and Penning ionization: whereas in
HeI/NeI photoionization, the eross seetion ratio Q4!:Qß8 ~ ö is rather elose to the ratio
of the orbital oeeupaney (7: 1), it is more than 100 times smaller in Penning ionization.
On the other hand, the eross seetion ratio QÖ]J: Qßs is rather similar in photo- and Pen
ning ionization and quite elose to the relative admixture of the (6p)2 eonfiguration to the
dominant (6S)2 eonfiguration, as found in a relativistie CI description of the outer valence
shell (see seetion 3.2).

'I'able 2. Relative population of Yb r ionie states formed in Hel and Nel photoionizat.ion and He*(23S)

Penning ionization of ground state Yb ISO) atoms

Projectile Ref. Relative population of Yb ! statcs
6s 281/ 2 Gp 2p1/2 6p 2P3/2 4f13 2F 7/2 4fI 3 2

]" 5/2

Hel (58.4 nm) a 100 3 (3) 5 (-) 180 (251) 95 (134)
b 100 6.4 + 2.2 296 ± 22 165 ± 18

Nel (73.6 nm) a 100 3 5 281 (356) 135 (164)
b 100 7.4 ± 1.5 10.0 ± 2.0 402 ± 29 193 ± 21

He*(23S) c 100 3.2 5.6 1.0 1.8

100 8.8 + 9.1 -1.4 2.8 + 0.1 - 0.6
d 100 7.80 2.96

a) ref. [4], da.ta obtained at f} = 90° with respect to unpolarized photon beam and corrected for
theoretical spectrometer transmission function. The values in braekets have been corrected for
photoelectron angular distribution by use of ß-parameters from ref. 5
b) ref, [5], data eorrected for photoeleetron angular distribution, not corrected for spectrometer
transmission function (in the electron energy range studied, the transmission correetion is estimated
to be below 20 ~!~)

c) present experiment, the correction for angular distribution effects is likely below 10% (For the
similar system He*(23S) + Hg almost isotropie intensity distributions were observed [43]). Data not
corrected for spectrometer transmiseion function, upper error lirnits due to connting statistics, lower
error limits due to estimated maximum transmission correetion

d) present model calculation; collision energy averaged cross sections Qk are given, caleulated by
00

Qk = J' o, (EreI)!(EreI) dEreI' using the normalized collision energy distribution !(EreI) of Table 1
o

The photoionization results are "simple" in the sense that the observed intensities
essentially refleet the overall densities of the ionized electrons in theYb atom. How can
the very low 4f-ionization probability in He*(2:3S) + Yb collisions be understood j

As suggested by lTig. 1, eleetron exchange from the cornpact 4f-orbital to the COlTI

paet ls-hole in He*( ls2s38) will be unlikely at typical internuclear distanees R ~ ö ao'
in eontrast to eleetron exchange from the extended Cis-orbital and from the admixed
Gp-orbital (which is slightly larger than Gs, see Fig. 1). In an attcmpt to quantify this
qualitative expeetation, we have earried out classieal 1110del calcuiat.ions of the partial
Penuing ionization cross sections, taking i nto aceount the Il-dependellt coupling to the
various final ionic states and the heavy particle dynamics of the system. These calcula
tions will be deseribed in section 3.2.

Apart from yielding the partial ionization cross sections, the Penning electron
spectrum contains rather detailed Information on the molecular interactions in the
He*(23S) + Yb(317) entrance ehannel potential curve l/*(R) and on the He + Yb'
exit channel potentia.ls V+(.ll). As clearly observed in lfig. 2, thePenning electron pcaks
(1,I'C shifted to lower electron energies relative to their respective "riomina.l" cnergy
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Eo == excitation energy of He*(23S) minus respective Yb-binding energy. This shift to
Iower energies indicates a sizeable attraction in the entrance channel V*(R) [6-8, 11,
29-31]. A characteristic energy position is the low energy edge E* [6-8, 29-31], i ,e,
the point at which the intensity has dropped to 43.80/0 of the peak intensity towards
lower energy. In a semiclassical description of the electron energy spectrum, the low
energy peak can be described by the square of an Airy function [6-8, 31] and the point
E* is directly related to an extremum (here a minimum) in the local electron energy
function E(R) == V*(R) - V+(R) at some distance R by E* == V*(R) - V+(R).

Without going into too much detail, an inspection of the different Penning electron
peaks in Fig. 2 leads to the following conclusions:

i) the well depth D; of the He*(23S) + Yb(3.E) potential, extracted from the edge
position E* ofthe Yb+(6s)-peak (Eo-E* == 150 me V) is about 160 meV (see section 3.2).

ii) the edge shift of the Yb+(6P3/2) peak (Eo-E* === 206 meV) is larger than for
Ybr(ßa) and for Yb+(6Pl/2) (Eo-E* === 155 meV), pointing to differences between the
respective ionic potentials in the R-range, in which ionization occurs. For Yb+(6P3/2)'
we associate the increased shift with transitions to the basically repulsive He + Yb+(6P3/2)
2.Epotential curve.

iii) The peak at about 9.2 eV electron energy is attributed to formation of the
Yb+(4f135/2 6s2 ) state (no other designation appears likely to us); its edge shift amounts
to Eo - E* == 524 meV, much larger than for 6s and 6p. This behaviour, however, is
consistent with the idea that the autoionization coupling to the 4f-channel only becomes
substantial at sm aller R, for which the He + Yb'{4f135/ 2 6s2 ) potential is weIl in the
repulsive part.

3.2. Semiempirical Construction 01 a Local Complex Potential for He*(23S) + Yb

Within the local complex potential description of Penning ionization [6- 9, 12,
14-23,31,32] one has to know the real part V*(R) of the He*(23S) + Yb(3L:') potential,
in whieh the heavy particles move, and the partial autoionization widths funetions
rk(R), which describe the coupling to exit channels k and add up to the total width
l'(R) ==: 2: lkR ). None of these quantities is so far known for He*(23S) + Yb. Based on

k

the present knowledge of other systems and experience, we therefore construct semi-
empirically functions V*(ll) and rlt~(R), which we eonsider to represent a reasonable
choice. In section 3.3, we shall use these functions in a elassical ealculation to obtain
R-dependent differential cross sections qk(R), integrated partial cross sections Qk ===

00

f qk(R) dR, and ionization probabilities (opaeities) over the collision energy range
o
10 IneV < E rel < 5001neV.

In construeting the real part V*(R) of the He*(23S) + Yb(3l7) potential, we use the
chcmical equivalence of the He*(2:3S) atom with the IJi(22S) atom [6-8,11,15, 2H] and
similarit.ies between theYb atom and the Ca atom and - to a lesser extent - with
the Hg atom. We note that - to our knowledge - no experimental 01' theoretical
potentials for Li +Yb 01' :He*(23S) +Yb are known so far ..From ourPIES data for
the Yb+(ßs) peak (section 3.1), we derive a well depth for the He*(23S) + Yb potential
of 1); == lßO(20) 11leV, using formula (4) in ref. [2H]and an estimated value - Tl+(R;) ==:

10 me \T at 11; == 6.8 ao. The cquilihrium distanee .lt; == ß.8 ao is chosen on the following
basis. Aceording to an ab init.io calculation of theLi(22S) + Ca(2l,') potential [ß3], its
Re is 6.7 ao; since the radii of the outer shell eleetrons in Ca(4s2) and ·Yb(ßS2) [24] as well
as the polarizabilities of Ca and Yb [34] are in elose agreelnent, one expects that the
cquilibrium dista.ncc of the I~i(22S) +Yb potential is close to the one for .Li(22S) + Ca,
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i.e. 6.7 ao. Such a value is also supported by the well-known potential for Li(2 2S) + Hg
(Re === 0.67 ao), dctermincd by inversion of elastic scattering data [35], in combination
with the known difference (1.2 ao) between the radial expectation values of the 6s-orbi
tals in Yb and Hg [24]. The R't value for the He*(23S) + Yb potential should be slightly
larger than for Li(2 2S) + Yb according to previous observations for the interaction of
He*(23S) and :Li(22S), respectively, with the same target atom [29]; therefore, we use
R't === 6.8 ao. For the shape of the He*(23S)+Yb potential, we take the reduced form
of the Li(2 2S) + Hg interaction [35].

The autoionization widths are modelled according to our observation that the
R-dependence of accurate ab initio widths functions r(R) for He*(23S) + H, I.4i, Na
[19, 20] as well as of experimentally determined widths for He*(23S) + Ar [36] is found
to agree quite weIl over a large range of r == R with the radial electron density distribu
tion e(r) r--; r 2

I F(r) 1
2 of the respective target radial wave function F(r), i.e. we set

rk(R) == CkR2 1Fk(R) 1
2

• (2)

The constant Ck is found to be rather strongly dependent on the size of the considered
orbital Fk(r) and therefore a critical parameter. Für Yb(6s2)~ we fix cßs by comparison
of the ab initio r(R) for He*(23S) + Na(3s) [20] with the Na(3s) Hartree-Fock wave
function [37]; for _Jb( 4f14), c4! is chosen (for both, 4f5/ 2 and 4f7/2) by comparison of
I"'(R) for He*(23S) + Ar [36] with the Hartrce-Fock wave function for Ar(3 p6 ) [37] with
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He*(23S) -1- Yb(lSo), constructed as described in the text and nsed in model calculations of total and
partial ionization cross sections (Figs. 4-6)
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emphasis on the region around r ::::.= R ~ ß ao' The width for the coupling to t.hc Ybtj6p)
exit channel was chosen according to the admixture of (Hp)2 (average of (6P:1/2)2 and
(ßpl/2)2) to (6S)2, as obtained in our Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock calculation, which we
describe briefly at the end of this section.

In Fig. 3, we show the functions V*(R) and Fk(r) for the He*(23S) +Yb system,
constructed above. As was qualitatively clear frorn the diagrams in }"ig. 1, the coupling
to the Yb+(2]f) ionic channel will pIay a significant role only for small internuclear
separations. The calculations in section 3.3 will quantify this insight.

For the calculation of the clectron wave function of the groulld state Yb(J == 0+)
atom we used a relati vistic Mult.iconfiguration Dirac Fock atomic structure progranl
[38]. In order to account for correlation effects in the valence 8he11, we took all possible
configurations which can be constructed by distributing t\VO electrons in the five outer
shells 6s, 6Pl/2' Gp;3/2' 5d 3/2, and 5d r)/2' During the self consistent proeed ure these single
particle functions as well as the weight.s of the configurations are varied in such a way
that the total energy becomes a minimum. The use of a relativistic code is necessary
because relativistic effects affect the wave functions strongly. For cxample, the 6s and
GP1/2 wave functions are contracted by about 150/0 as compared to a non-relati vist.ic
treatment and thus inf'luence, via the se1f consistent treatrnent, an other outer electron
wave functions, too. As optimized weights of the five valence shel] configurations we
obtained: 6S2:93.5°~; 6pr/2:2.5%; 6p~/2:3.5%; 5d~/2:0.16%; 5dg/2:O.34

%
' The

adrnixturo of 6p2 amounts to 6.40/0 relative to 6s2 , whereas the 5d 2 contrihution (0.530/0) is
so weak that it was neglected in the autoionization widt.h.

3.3. l\lodel Calculations 01 the Partial Penning Ionization Cross Sections

In this section, we describe classical calculations of the partial cross sections qk(R)
00

aud Qk === J~ qk(R)dR. .First, we briefly describe the classical formulae, which are the
o

basis of our cross section calculat.ions. The differential cross section q(R) for total auto-
ionization per unit radial distance in the interval (R, R + dR) is given by [15, 31]

00

q(R)::::.= (Jr}i2/ 2/l Ered ~ (2J + 1) P.1(R) , (3)
.1=0

E rel == relative collision energy; fl == red uced mass ; J === orbital angular momentum
quanttun number of heavy particle motion ; n== h/2n === Planck's constant. The J
dependent differential autoionization probability P .1(R) is obtained from [15]

PJ(R) = 2wJ(R)· exp [- rWJ(R')dR'] . cosh[ IwJ(R') dR'] , (4)
RV Rv

whcre Rt.1 is the classical turning poiut and w.1(R) ::::.= r(R)/nv.](R) is the total single

passage differential autoionization probability w i t ho u t the consideration of prior loss
offlux (v.1(R) == radial velocity). Accordingto (4),P.](R) can be interpretedasthe product
of an effective survival factor SJff(R)

8,;p(R) = exp [- .JdR' 1'( R')/nVJ(R')]. cosh [ Jd R
f

F(R')/nVJ(R')] ,
BI.] .1lt.1

(5)

with twice the differential autoionizat.ion probability w.](R) (corresponding to i nward
plus outward passage along the t.rajectory]

J'l.](R) = 2wJ(R) . S}f(R). (4a)
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The J-dependent opacity 0J is given by
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(6)
00

0J === J PJ(R) dR.
R tJ

If the total autoionization width r(R) is due to the decay to several exit ehannels k,
r.e.

r(R) === ~ rk(R), (7)
k

the partial autoionization probabilities P'j(R) are simply related to PJ(R) in (4), (4a)
by

P'J(R) === 2w'J(R) . Syf(R) === [rk(R)/r(R)] . PJ(R) , (8)

whcre w'J(R) === Fk(R)/nvJ(R); here, S:Jf(R) is identical to the expression given in (5),
since the survival of the system is, as before, related to the total autoionization width
r(R). With (8) the differential cross seetions qk(R) are obtained from

00

qk(R) === (nn2/2Jl E rel ) ~ (2J + 1) P'j(R)
J=o (9)

== [rk(R)/l'(R)] q(R),

i.e. once q(R) has been calculated, the partial qk(R) are obtained simply by multiplication
of q(R) with the Ioeal branching ratios bk(R) === rk(R)/r(R).

In Fig. 4, we prescnt the total and partial cross sections Q, Q68' Q6P' and Q4/ as a func
tion of relative eollision energy El'el in the range 10 < Ere1 < 500 meV. All the cross sec
tions are found to deerease with rising E reb a behaviour, whieh is eommon to Penning
ionization for attractive systems [6-8, 18, 19,22,39,40]. The 4f-cross sections shows
a minimum aroundErel === 300 meV, a behaviour, which has been observed before in
energy dependent Penning ionization cross sections [7, 8, 36, 39]. The shape of the eross

~

zo 100
i=
o
w
Cf)

Cf)
Cf)

o
er:
o
Ü
.....1

<3 10

10 100

COLLISION ENERGY [meV]

Fig. 4. Collieion energy dependence of total and partial ionization cross sections Q, Qnb calculated
for the system He*(23S) + YbeSo) with the entrance channel potential V*(R) and autoionization
width functions TnZ(R) shown in Fig. 3. nl = 6s, 6p, 4f correspond to formation of Yb+(6s 281/2),

Yb+(6p 2P), and Yb+(4f13 6s221n ions, respectively
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section depends mainly on the relative slopes of the potential V*(R) and the relevant
width function [39] ; in the present case, it is associated with the steep slope of the partial
width T 4j (R ). The branching ratios for ionization into the 6s-, 6p-, and 4f-channels,
calculated for the collision energy distribution of our experiment (Table 1, Erel ==
66 meV), are in satisfactory agreement with the measured values (see Table 2); this indi
cates that our semiempirical width functions are realistie ehoiees. We note that experi
mental values of absolute ionization eross seetions are not available for He*(23S) + Yb;
for the ohomically similar system He*(23S) + Ba, however, Gerard and Hotop [41]
rneasurcd both the energy dependenee of the total ionization cross seetion QBa(Erel )

and determined an absolute value at E rel == 0.1 eV with the result QBa (0.1 eV) ==

19Gao2 (estimated uncertainty (~l~~)%). The energy dependence of our calculated

Yb-cross seetion QYb is elose to that measured for QBa' and our absolute value QYb
(0.1 eV) == 298 ao2 is wit.hin the uneertainty range of QBa (0.1 eV).
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Fig. 5. Differential ionization cross seetions qnZ(R) [ao2jao] for the system He*(23S) + YbpSo),
calculated at the two discrete collision energies E rel = 10 meV and E rel = 500 meV as well as für

the relevant collision energy distribution of our experiment (see Table 1; E rel = 66 meV)
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In Fig. ö, "Te show the partial, R-differential cross seetions qk(R) for a) the discrete
eollision energy E rei === 10 meV, b) for E rei === 500 meV, and c) for a collision energy
distribution appropriate for our experimental conditions (average collision energy

BreI === 66 111eV). }"ig. 5 demonstrates that the 4f-channel is substantial only for}l < 7 ao,
whercas the 6s- and 6p-channels accumulate their cross seetions over a much broader
R-range. Aeeording to the repulsion of our 11*(R), an inerease in collision energy from 10
to 500 meV leads to a deerease in the distance of elosest approach from 5.36 ao to 4.55 00

(für J == 0) and a eorresponding relative increase of the 4f-channel cross section, as
ohsorved in Fig. 4.

80 ~ I
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~ 40
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o 50 100 150 200
ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM ~]

Fig. G. Opa city functions 0 J' i. e, ionizn.tion probabilities as a function oforbital angular momentumJ,
for the system He*(23S) --1- 1(b(lSo)' calculatcd at the three discrete collision energies E rei = 10, 70,
500 meV

In Fig. ß, we present the opaeities 0J, ealeulated at the three d i s cr e t.e collision
energies J1Jrei == 10 JneV, 701neV, and 5001neV. At e.; === 10 n1e" (Erei ~ De*), one
observes a behaviour typieal for "elose eollision systems" [18, 29, 42]. For such systems
only eollisions with orbital angular momenta J < Jc(Erpd, which surmount the rota
t.ional barrier in the effective potential V*(ll) + 1i2J (J + 1 )/2/-lIl2 and thus access elose
distanees (where the autoionization coupling is large), contribute to ionization. At suf
ficiently small E reb the classical turning points RtJ ehange little wit.h J for J < Je and

jump to large values for J > Je; eorrespondingly, the opacit.ies 0" are nearly constant
for J < Je and elose to zero otherwisc. This behaviour is in essence still obscrved at
}]rel === 70 me v (ErtdDe* ~ 0.44), whereas for E rel === 500 meV (EredDe* ~ 3) the opa
cities 0J decrease .smoothly, reflecting the steady increase of the turning points R

tJ
.

For low J, the opaeitles 0.1 are almost independent of the collision energy. This behaviour
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is expected for Eredn; ~ 1, since then the radial velocit.ies in the R-range of interest
are governed by the molecular attraction. ]"01' E reI ~ ni, howcver, the radial velocities
increase significantly wit.h rising l~rcl; the corresponding decrease in t.ime for autoioni
zation is, however, compensated by the penetratiou to smaller distances for the given
entrance channel potential J7*(R) and widt.h function ]"l(R).

4. Conclusions
An electron spectromet.ric stndy of He*(23S) Yb has revcaled that this system

presents an especially clear atomic example for the surface sensitivity of Penning
ionization. In centrast to \TlJV photoionization of Yb, He*(23S) Penning ionization
rnainly yields Yb+(6s) ions, accompanied by about 8~~ correlation-induced Yb+(ßp)
forrnation and very litt1e ($ 2.ö~/~) 4f-ionization. These findings are associated with the
orbital-dependent autoionization width functions l~;:(R), which largely reflect the e1ec
tron density of the respective target e1ectrons in the region of the He(ls) hole. Based
on semiempirical local cornplex potentials, we have carried out classical calculations
of the 6s-, 6p-, and 4f-Penning ionization cross sections, thereby shedding light on the
dependence of the various cross sect.ions and ionization probabilities on co11ision energy,
internuclear distance, and orbital angular moment.um.
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